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Estimated time in hours per issue, feature, bug... Start Date also include TIME?
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Description

ESTIMATED TIME per ISSUE/BUG/FEATURE would be GREAT. I'm new to REDMINE, and so far it looks wonderful!(and I've

looked

at dozens of systems, I also liked double choco latte). I've added "Estimated TIME" as an Integer CUSTOM field

but not sure how that'll work in 'reports' etc.....I noticed the "actual time" is logged differently at the

end, might be more intuitive if it could also be shown right on the issue/feature page when editing it...I was also

thinking maybe the START/END Date could be made to include Date AND Time instead of just Date. tx,

Dan

History

#1 - 2007-09-15 10:57 - Jean-Philippe Lang

'Estimated hours' attributes added on issues in r731.

I was also thinking maybe the START/END Date could be made

to include Date AND Time instead of just Date.

 Any reason ?

#2 - 2007-09-16 02:25 - Man Cool

Hi, didn't get a chance to look at it yet but many thanks

for adding it, as far as the start/end with time, basically

i guess i was thinking of having a comparison between

"Estimated" time of Projected and actual but I think

"actual" time taken is already an option? Basically

we just

wanted some nice reporting on workload possible based on

estimated fix time for bug etc... (similar to AceProject )

Select AssignTo,count(*) as [Items], SUM) as

[Total Time] from Main where (EstFixTime<>null) Group by

AssignTo

basically a WorkLoad per User that shows how many estimated

HOURS worth of work the person has so manager can see who

has his hands full and who can take on more work. should be

across projects or per project i guess.
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